1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Moving objects are the most common and important component in a diverse range of phenomena, such as human mobility ([@b0095], [@b0185], [@b0005]), urban transportation ([@b0215], [@b0330], [@b0335]), ship logistics in the ocean ([@b0410], [@b0100]) and even animal migrations ([@b0025]). Many research projects have been driven and improved by moving-object data analysis, such as individual/group behavior analysis, path discovery and behavior prediction. Because of the large amount of moving objects in real applications, these analyses require a powerful GIS data model to store, analyze and interpret physical and contextual information (e.g., absolute topology and relative motion) of moving objects.

Current GIS data models usually record essential information for moving objects within an absolute space. In absolute space, geocoded locations are bound to previously existing geometry and topology relationships among the corresponding points in the space ([@b0240], [@b0055]). Therefore, moving objects are always represented as a series of observations that consist of an *id, location and time* ([@b0165], [@b0315]), alongside additional information such as activities ([@b0355], [@b0300]) and semantics ([@b0425], [@b0340]). Furthermore, these models describe their movement processes and interactions alongside basic geographical information (such as land use, POI, and events). In fact, these models require a large amount of computation to support analysis from the perspectives of individual or groups of moving objects (which could be called relative space). Moreover, several analysis, such as the surrounding dynamics and motion trends of nearby crowds, are critical to moving objects in highly complex and dynamic environments according to the personal requirements of decision-making (e.g., on relax life style, feeling of safety). Current GIS data models must be improved in terms of the geo-computation of these analyses.

Actually, relative space is an instinctual approach to moving objects and is a powerful theoretic framework to represent the surrounding dynamics and motion trends of moving objects in nearby crowds. Traditional relative space is often studied in the research communities of mathematical theories ([@b0085]), physics ([@b0345], [@b0290]), astronomy ([@b0285]) and aerospace science ([@b0305]). Currently, very few GIS data models have been built for relative space, which requires additional space-transformation computations to implement this instinctual approach in applications.

In relative space, relative dynamic relationships between moving objects are easy to build independently of whether they can be geocoded by coordinates. Importantly, the analysis of moving objects in relative space could easily follow instinctual requirements. Therefore, the motivation of this paper is to create a relative space-based GIS data model of moving objects and propose some basic GIS operators for analyzing moving objects, which changes the analysis of current absolute space-based GIS models and facilitates the efficient computation of real-time relative relationship dynamics, such as the surrounding dynamics and motion trends of crowds near moving objects. The contributions from this paper are summarized as follows:•A relative space-based GIS data model of moving objects (RSMO) is introduced to construct, operate and analyze moving objects' relative relationships.•A relationship-querying algorithm and relative dynamic pattern-matching algorithm are introduced to analyze the dynamic relationships of moving objects.•Three scenarios (epidemic spreading, tracker finding, and derivation of the motion trends of nearby crowds) are implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed model, which also shows better performance compared to absolute methods.

This paper is structured as follows. Related work is discussed in [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}. [Section 3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"} proposes the modeling process, structure and operation of this model. [Section 4](#s0060){ref-type="sec"} illustrates the implementation of RSMO and the two algorithms. Experiments with three case studies and performance testing are reported in [Section 5](#s0080){ref-type="sec"}. [Section 6](#s0110){ref-type="sec"} discusses the proposed model. Finally, conclusions are presented in [Section 7](#s0115){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Related work {#s0010}
===============

Moving objects are a very popular representation requirement in current GIS applications because of the large volume of their tracked trajectories, e.g., cars in cities, vessels at sea, and even people around the world. Therefore, many research projects have been conducted to store, manage and query moving-object data in the communities of computer science and geographical information science. In computer science, several data structures have been defined to support the storage and querying of moving objects. The first structure is the storage unit in DBMSs (database management systems). Güting and his group abstracted moving objects into *moving points* and *moving regions* and developed a discrete model in a DBMS to store, manage and query moving objects' data ([@b0110], [@b0150], [@b0140], [@b0155]). Based on abstracted data types, moving objects could be managed and queried by using SQL. These works provided a solid foundation to support research on moving objects. The second is tree structures. Moving objects were usually abstracted as points ([@b0275]), single continuous polynomials ([@b0250]), or non-regulated sequences of roads in transportation networks ([@b0295]). Then, these objects were indexed by the tree's derivatives, for example, B + -trees ([@b0295]), R-trees ([@b0415]), 3D R-trees ([@b0380]), FN (fixed network) R-trees ([@b0435]), PA-trees ([@b0250]), and grid trees ([@b0385]). These tree-based indices could facilitate efficient queries on moving objects. The third structure is moving object-oriented databases. To satisfy the demand of faster processing with big data, PostgreeSQL ([@b0075]), MongoDB ([@b0220]), MonetDB ([@b0045]), and Cassandra ([@b0170]) were developed to store and analyze large volumes of moving objects' information.

In the community of geographical information science, traditional GIS data models, such as field-based models (e.g., raster-based models) ([@b0060]) and feature models (e.g., object- and vector-based models) ([@b0325]), usually depended on absolute coordinates in their reference frames to describe spatial object's motion or relationships. These models were often used to represent some key concepts that were related to moving objects, i.e., the place, activity and semantics. The concept of "place" was used to indicate the location of activity, which usually complied with a certain upper-bound distance and lower-bound duration ([@b0190]). Human daily activities were always represented as a sequence of place visits ([@b0080]). Additionally, *space time path* was a key concept in classical time geography framework that was used to represent and analyze activities and interactions in a hybrid physical--virtual space ([@b0300]) and social space ([@b0395]). Several basic semantics of moving objects were derived from the trajectories of moving objects, for example, *episodes, stops, and moves* ([@b0175]). Based on these basic semantics, researchers ([@b0260], [@b0040], [@b0180], [@b0350]) built semantic trajectories from semantic point sequences. Semantic trajectories were easy for urban planners and migration or transportation agencies to use to mine spatial-temporal mobility patterns.

Moving object-oriented operators (i.e., range queries, nearest-neighbor queries) were derived to support the analysis of moving objects' relationships. The first common operator is range queries, which specify a value of moving objects to fall within a lower and upper boundary ([@b0435], [@b0420], [@b0380], [@b0415]), e.g., finding all the objects of a specific traveler between 7 am and 9 am. Filtering and refining are two important steps of range queries. Filtering determines candidate locations (such as a node in a tree structure) that contain specified attribute values and overlap the query area in space and time, while refining retrieves well-matched objects under the querying conditions through some advanced filtering techniques, such as statistics-based approaches ([@b0420]) and time-based partitioning techniques ([@b0415]). The second common operation is nearest-neighbor (NN) queries, which find the nearest neighbors to a given object in a database for a specific time interval. Two similar phases of NN queries include searching for candidate units based on the idea of node pruning with large coverage and determining the well-matched results according to various conditions, such as time limits ([@b0145]), obstacles ([@b0120]), spatial-network structures ([@b0460]), reverse nearest neighbors ([@b0460]) and movement uncertainties ([@b0255]). These operators are usually applied by calculating the distance between the coordinates of moving objects to derive relative metrics such as the distance, direction and time. This situation could produce repeated computations and misrepresent the relative relationships of moving objects without a geocoding technique.

A wide spectrum of applications can be conducted for individuals, groups or the public. The first application is the movement-behavior analysis of moving objects, for example, individuals ([@b0125], [@b0010], [@b0115], [@b0280], [@b0310]) and groups ([@b0440], [@b0200], [@b0135], [@b0235], [@b0210]). The second application is path recommendation from historical trajectories ([@b0230], [@b0070], [@b0390], [@b0430]). The third application is location prediction for tourists ([@b0455], [@b0405]), navigators ([@b0205], [@b0035]), and driverless vehicles ([@b0360]). These applications require that the dynamic relationships of moving objects in space over time are inferred. However, very few models can directly organize the dynamic relationships of moving objects. These applications greatly depend on computationally intensive infrastructures.

The studies about relative space mainly appear in the fields of vessels in maritime and airplane in aviation. In maritime, the moving object data model also can be applied for assessing collision risk ([@b0050], [@b0100]), predicting vessel behavior([@b0450], [@b0370]) and planning path ([@b0065], [@b0160]). In aviation field, motion guidance and control ([@b0400], [@b0320], [@b0195], [@b0445]) for spacecraft rendezvous, position and attitude estimation ([@b0265], [@b0270]) between the chaser and the target satellites were also referred to the applications of moving object data model. These studies aim to control the moving object in real time to avoid risk and complete the established movement in the ocean or aerospace, where no appropriate global reference for them. Those studies focus on the real-time motion control to respond to surrounding moving objects in a high dynamic scenario. These missions need an efficient data model to handle relationships of moving objects as well.

In short, current research on moving objects rarely organizes their dynamic relationships directly because of a lack of relative space-based data models and analytic frameworks in the communities of computer science and geographical information science. This paper attempts to fill this gap by introducing a relative space-based GIS data model to analyze the group dynamics of moving objects, which should reduce the intensive computation that occurs when deriving the relationships of moving objects and provide better analytic performance than traditional absolute coordinate-based GIS data models.

3. Proposed relative space-based GIS data model of moving objects {#s0015}
=================================================================

This section introduces a relative space-based GIS data model of moving objects (RSMO). RSMO is extended from the space-time cube (STC) structure in ArcGIS. An STC is a three-dimensional cube that includes space-time bins in the *x* and *y* dimensions and time in the *t* dimension and represents limited space coverage over a fixed period. The basic idea of RSMO is to directly record moving objects' relationships and relative dynamics with a three-dimensional space-time cube to facilitate transfer to absolute space by maintaining the current locations of moving objects via additional space-time bins. This data model reduces the calculation of moving objects' relationships and relative dynamics in traditional GIS data models to provide efficient relative space-based queries between moving objects for real applications with cars, vessels, people, etc. RSMO is designed to support some basic functions such as moving objects' motion storage and organization, queries based on relative relationships, relative motion-pattern analysis and mining, and transformation between absolute space and relative space. The following section will first introduce RSMO and then the basic functions that depend on RSMO.

3.1. Basic idea of RSMO {#s0020}
-----------------------

Before introducing the proposed RSMO, this section defines some basic concepts at first as follows:Definition 1: *Space-time cube* (STC) is a three-dimensional (3D) Euclidean space containing of a 2D geographical space (*x* and *y*) plus time (*t*) for visualization and analysis of objects' behavior and interactions across space and time ([@b0015]).Definition 2: *Space-time bin* (STB) is a basic unit of space-time cube, which lies in the fixed position based on their *x* and *y* dimensions in 2D geographical space and *t* dimension in time to represent a limited location with a certain time.Definition 3: *Relative Relationship Bin* (RRB) is a derived STB with a substituted reference framework of reference object, target object and time ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ). It contains a quadruple \< *t*, *ref_obj*, *tar_obj*, *relationship*\>, which indicates the relationships of corresponding reference object (*ref_obj*) and target object (*tar_obj*) during a specific time *t*.Fig. 1Basic definitions.Definition 4: *Relative Relationship Matrix* is a matrix of all moving objects' RRBs in the time t and within a specific environment.Definition 5: *Relative Relationship Cube* is a time series of *Relative Relationship Matrices,* which is organized in three-dimensional space (two dimensions in space and one dimension in time) according to time.

The proposed RSMO model extends the structural organization of space-time bins in ArcGIS to model the relative relationships among moving objects and facilitate their relative space-based analysis. Here, the motion in the STC is represented by the relationships of moving objects, which is a natural approach to represent the actual cognitive processes of moving objects in an environment.

[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the extended-entity-relationship (EER) diagram of the RSMO model, which shows the elements (entities, relationships and attributes) and the hierarchical relationships among these elements. This model defines six basic entity types, i.e., "*Object*", "*Relative Location*", "*Relationship*", "*Relative Relationship Bin*", "*Relative Relationship Matrix*" and "*Relative Relationship Cube*". Here, *Object* represents the moving object in a real scenario, such as the people in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, vehicles/unmanned ground vehicles, unmanned aerial vehicles, vessels, planes, and so on. *Relative Location* is the position of any *Object* relative to other *Object* ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), which can be represented by the relative distance and angle. *Relationship* indicates the mutual spatial or social relationships among *Object*s, for example, closeness, friendship, colleague relationships and others. *Relative Relationship Bin* is a three-dimensional unit in space and time, which indicates the *Relationship* of two corresponding *Objects* during a specific time *t*. *Relative Relationship Matrix* is a matrix of *Relative Relationship Bins* and represents all the mutual relationships of objects at a time *t*. *Relative Relationship Cube* is a time series *of Relative Relationship Matrices*, which is organized in three-dimensional space (two dimensions in space and one dimension in time) according to time. By replacing coordinates with *Relationships*, RSMO does not require much additional computation to build relationships among objects from the coordinates in traditional STCs and provides a natural approach to analyze a moving object's behavior.Fig. 2Extended-entity-relationship diagram of RSMO.

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} provides an example of RSMO's organization. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(a) illustrates the spatial trajectories of five moving objects (*Object*s labelled as *A, B, C, D and E*). [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(b) illustrates a right-handed coordinate system for detecting objects' *Relative Location* from each object's view. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(c) shows a geometric transformation method from *Relative Locations* to *Relationships*. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(d) is the derived *Relative Relationship Matrix* among objects *A, B, C, D and E* when using the method in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(c). In this matrix, the mutual distances and directions (i.e., ($\mathit{Di}s_{A,B}^{t_{0}}$, $\mathit{An}g_{A,B}^{t_{0}}$) of moving objects are organized akin to x and y coordinates. In this matrix, rows represent "Reference" objects and columns represent their detected "Target" objects. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(e) shows a *Relative Relationship Cube* that includes all *Relative Relationship Matrices* sorted by *Time*. The proposed model replaces the orthogonal coordinate axes *(X, Y)* in the STC with two object axes that represent reference and target objects to store their relationships.Fig. 3An example of modeling process.

Recording the changing relationships between moving objects is insufficient because this process only allows relationship comparison between two different moving objects and cannot support transformation with absolute space to match the computational tasks in current GIS tools. To solve these problems, an additional object *R* (called the *initial reference object*), which is a fixed coordinate in absolute space, was added to RSMO (the object *R* in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}(b)). This object represents a fixed location acting as a local reference system. By comparing the location change in this local reference system, each object's motion relative to itself can be derived. After determining the coordinates in absolute space, this object also facilitates transformation between relative space and absolute space. The details of this procedure will be introduced in 3.2.3. This *Relative Relationship Cube* forms the basic structure of RSMO.

3.2. Basic operators of RSMO {#s0025}
----------------------------

This section introduces a set of basic operators for the implemented GIS functions. Those operators are organized into six classes according to the type of relationship outcome.(1)Query processing is an operator to get the direct relative relationship in terms of relative distance and angle between objects and time.(2)Group relative dynamic calculation is an operator to derive the relative dynamic characteristics of the group.(3)Transformation between absolute space and relative space is an operator to transform the data between absolute space (e.g. coordinates) and relative space (e.g. relative distance and angle).(4)Initial reference object transformation is an operator to change the reference object of *Relative Relationship Cube*, and update all relative relationships of all objects.(5)Attribute transformation is an operator to derive the relationship attributes based on *Relative Relationship Cube*, such as, closeness.(6)Relative relationship dynamic pattern transformation is an operation to derive the relative dynamic pattern between object, such as moving trends of them.

These operators are expanded and developed from STCs to adapt the features of a moving object's motion in relative space. The following subsections will describe these classes in detail.

### 3.2.1. Query processing {#s0030}

Query processing searches for the relative mutual relationships of moving objects and their changes. The six operators of query processing are explained as follows:(1)***Point extraction*** retrieves the relationships between designated objects at specific times. This operator is a basic function for querying and analysis.(2)***Time drilling*** retrieves the dynamic processes of the relationships between designated objects.(3)***Target drilling*** extracts the specific reference object's relationships with other target objects at a designated time.(4)***Relationship curvilinear drilling*** retrieves the target objects that present a specific relationship with the designated reference object. This operator can be used to extract the reference object's behavior relative to other objects, such as the interactions between two moving objects if "distance \< 2 m". The reference object's interactions can be expressed as a planar 3D curve that consists of target objects for each time.(5)***Time cutting*** retrieves all the objects' mutual relationships at any designated time.(6)***Reference cutting*** retrieves the movement of all objects relative to the reference object.

Detailed descriptions of these query-processing operators are listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} .Table 1Taxonomy of query processing with schematic illustrations.OperatorParametersFunction formResultMeaningExamplePoint extraction1. Reference object\
2. Target object\
3. TimeE(Ref,Tar,t,\*)![](fx1_lrg.gif)Point at a designated position in a cubeQuery the relationship between the designated objects at the designated timeQuery the relationship between A and B in t1. Expression: Out = E(A,B,t1,\*)Time drilling1. Reference object\
2. Target objectE(Ref,Tar,\*,\*)![](fx2_lrg.gif)Line with a designated reference and target object in a cubeQuery the changing progress of the relationship to the designated objectsQuery the change in the relationship of A relative to B: Out = E(B,A,\*,\*)Target drilling1. Reference object\
2. TimeE(Ref,\*,t,\*)![](fx3_lrg.gif)Line with a designated reference object and time in a cubeQuery the designated object's relationships with other objectsQuery all the objects' relationships relative to A at time t1 Expression: Out = E(A,\*,t1,\*)Relationship curvilinear drilling1. Reference object\
2. RelationshipE(Ref,\*,\*,R)![](fx4_lrg.gif)Line with a designated reference object and relationship in a cubeQuery the objects that match the designated relationships with the designated objectQuery the objects with a specific relationship R with A Expression: Out = E(A,\*,\*,R)Time cutting1.TimeE(\*,\*,t,\*)![](fx5_lrg.gif)Face at a designated time in a cubeQuery the relationships between all objects at the designated timeQuery all the objects' relationships at time t1 Expression: Out = E(\*,\*,\*,R)Reference cutting1. Reference objectE(Ref,\*,\*,\*)![](fx6_lrg.gif)Face with a designated reference object in a cubeQuery the designated object's relationships with all other objectsQuery the changes in all the objects' relationships relative to A Expression: Out = E(A,\*,\*,\*)[^1]

### 3.2.2. Group relative dynamic calculation {#s0035}

Group relative dynamic calculation computes the group relative dynamic characteristics (i.e., average distance, interaction frequency in social media, and the closeness of social relationships) based on the relationship changes of all objects. The two operators *Time flattening* and *Target flattening* are explained as follows:(1)***Time flattening*** computes the relative dynamic statistical characteristics between each pair of objects during the entire period and retrieves a matrix that contains the results. For instance, the average distance is calculated through a statistics function, and the unit in the resulting matrix shows the average distance between each pair of objects, which infers the closeness of their relationship during the entire period.(2)***Target flattening*** computes the relative dynamic statistical characteristics of all the target objects relative to each reference object at each time stamp and retrieves a matrix that contains the results. For example, if we want to calculate the interaction frequency, we can obtain a result matrix that indicates the interaction changes of each reference object relative to other objects over time.

Detailed descriptions of these group relative dynamic calculations are listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} .Table 2Taxonomy of group relative dynamic calculation with schematic illustrations.OperatorParametersFunction formResultMeaningExampleTime flattening1. Time axis\
2. Flattening function,\
e.g.,\
${\text{Fun\ =}\mspace{6mu}}{\left( {\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\text{dis}_{i}} \right)/n}$Flattening(Time,Fun())![](fx7_lrg.gif)Matrix to store the result of the functionSet different flattening functions to obtain the average values of attributes between all the objects.Query the object pair with the minimum distance between all pairs during the entire period. Expression: Out = *Min*(Flattening (Time, ${\text{Fun\ =}\mspace{6mu}}{\left( {\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\text{dis}_{i}} \right)/n}$))**Process**![](fx8_lrg.gif)1. Obtain relative relationship bins with different references and target objects by *time drilling*;\
2. Obtain the results from *Fun()*, whose input is relative space--time lines from the previous step;\
3. Fill the results in the corresponding position of the two-dimensional matrix built by the reference and target axes.Target flattening1. Target axis\
2. Flattening function,\
e.g.,\
${\text{Fun\ =}\mspace{6mu}}{\left( {\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\text{dis}_{i}} \right)/n}$Flattening(Tar,Fun())![](fx9_lrg.gif)Matrix to store all the object's average distances to other objects at every time stampSet different flattening functions to obtain each object's average value of attributes relative to other objects.Query the time stamp when the distance between all the objects is minimal.Expression:\
Out = *Min*(Flattening (Tar, ${\text{Fun\ =}\mspace{6mu}}{\left( {\sum_{i = 1}^{n}\text{dis}_{i}} \right)/n}$))  **Process**![](fx10_lrg.gif)1. Obtain relative relationship bins with different references and target objects by *target drilling*;\
2. Obtain the results from *Fun()*, whose input is relative space-time lines from the previous step;\
3. Fill the results in the corresponding position of the two-dimensional matrix built by the reference and time axes.[^2]

### 3.2.3. Transformation between absolute space and relative space {#s0040}

The purpose of this operator is to build a transformation method between absolute space and relative space. This operator is used to adapt current GIS modules because most GIS software analyzes moving objects only in absolute space.

If we know the coordinates ($\begin{pmatrix}
{x_{A}^{\mathit{absolute}},} & y_{A}^{\mathit{absolute}} \\
\end{pmatrix}$,$\begin{pmatrix}
{x_{B}^{\mathit{absolute}},} & y_{B}^{\mathit{absolute}} \\
\end{pmatrix}$) and movement-direction azimuth ($\theta_{A}^{\mathit{absolute}}$,$\theta_{B}^{\mathit{absolute}}$) of two objects *A* and *B* in absolute space, we can calculate the relative coordinate $\begin{bmatrix}
x_{B}^{\mathit{relative}} \\
y_{B}^{\mathit{relative}} \\
\end{bmatrix}$ of *B* relative to *A* in relative space with equation [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\begin{bmatrix}
x_{B}^{\mathit{relative}} \\
y_{B}^{\mathit{relative}} \\
\end{bmatrix} = \left\lbrack {\begin{matrix}
{\cos\theta_{A}} \\
{- \sin\theta_{A}} \\
\end{matrix}\begin{matrix}
{\sin\theta_{A}} \\
{\cos\theta_{A}} \\
\end{matrix}} \right\rbrack\begin{bmatrix}
{x_{B}^{\mathit{absolute}} - x_{A}^{\mathit{absolute}}} \\
{y_{B}^{\mathit{absolute}} - y_{A}^{\mathit{absolute}}} \\
\end{bmatrix}$$

Based on $\begin{bmatrix}
x_{B}^{\mathit{relative}} \\
y_{B}^{\mathit{relative}} \\
\end{bmatrix}$, we can calculate the relative distance of objects *A* and *B* with $\mathit{Di}s_{A,B} = \sqrt{\left( x_{B}^{\mathit{relative}} \right)^{2} + \left( y_{B}^{\mathit{relative}} \right)^{2}}$ and infer the relative angle of objects *A* and *B* with$\mathit{An}g_{A,B} = arctan{(\frac{y_{B}^{\mathit{relative}}}{x_{B}^{\mathit{relative}}})}$, which are explained in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}(c).

During transformation from relative space to absolute space, we can set an *initial reference object* ($\begin{matrix}
{x_{\mathit{Ini}}^{\mathit{absolute}},} & y_{\mathit{Ini}}^{\mathit{absolute}} \\
\end{matrix}$) and azimuth $\theta_{\mathit{Ini}}^{\mathit{absolute}}$. If we know the distance ($\mathit{Di}s_{\mathit{Ini},A}$) and angle ($\mathit{An}g_{\mathit{Ini},A}$) relative to $\begin{matrix}
{x_{\mathit{Ini}}^{\mathit{absolute}},} & y_{\mathit{Ini}}^{\mathit{absolute}} \\
\end{matrix}$, we can calculate the coordinates of A ($\begin{matrix}
{x_{A}^{\mathit{absolute}},} & y_{A}^{\mathit{absolute}} \\
\end{matrix}$) in absolute space by using the following three steps:

\(1\) The movement-direction azimuth ($\theta_{A}$) of *A* is determined by equation [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\theta_{A} = \theta_{\mathit{Ini}}^{\mathit{absolute}} - Ang_{\mathit{Ini},A}$$

\(2\) The increment in the *X* and *Y* directions ($\Delta x$,$\Delta y$) in absolute space can be calculated with equation [(3)](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"} by distance decomposition:$$\Delta x = Dis_{\mathit{Ini},A} \bullet \cos{(\theta_{A})},\;\Delta y = Dis_{\mathit{Ini},A} \bullet \sin{(\theta_{A})}$$

\(3\) Based on ($\Delta x$,$\Delta y$), the coordinates of *A* in absolute space can be expressed with Eq. [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$x_{A}^{\mathit{absolute}} = x_{\mathit{Ini}}^{\mathit{absolute}} + \Delta x,\; y_{A}^{\mathit{absolute}} = y_{\mathit{Ini}}^{\mathit{absolute}} + \Delta y$$

### 3.2.4. Initial reference transformation {#s0045}

Initial reference transformation transforms the relationship of any moving object with another object to that of another object. This process changes the analysis view between objects, which could support the relative space-based analysis of any individual object in parallel. A detailed description of initial reference transformation is listed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} . Below, we present an example to explain this process.Table 3Taxonomy of initial reference transformation with schematic illustrations.OperatorParametersFunction formResultMeaningExampleReference shifting1. Initial reference object (Initial)\
2. Transformation target object (Trans)Shift(Initial, Trans)![](fx11_lrg.gif)Relative relationship cube with object B0 as the initial reference objectDescribes all the objects' movement at any time from any objectDescribe all the objects' movement in the view B0 from A0 Expression: Out = Shift(A0, B0)  **Process**![](fx12_lrg.gif)1. Derive B0′s coordinates in absolute space;\
2. Derive the distances of all objects relative to B0;\
3. Derive the mutual angles of all objects with B0.[^3]

An example is introduced to explain the transformation process in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} (a). *A~0~* is the *initial reference object* of object *A* at *t~0~*. If we want to shift the initial reference object from *A~0~* to *B~0~* (object *B* at *t~0~*), where *B~0~* is the new *initial reference object*, we compute all the objects' unknown relationships with *B~0~*. For example, [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows the unknown mutual relationships *B~0~-A~1~* and *B~0~-C~1~* in the new cube's matrix.Fig. 4(a) Illustrates the process of initial reference transformation; (b) shows the relationships between *A~0~, B~0~* and *C~1.~*

The mutual relationship between *B~0~* and *C~1~* ($\mathit{Di}s_{C_{1},B_{0}}$,$\mathit{An}g_{C_{1},B_{0}}$,$\mathit{Di}s_{B_{0},C_{1}}$,$\mathit{An}g_{B_{0},C_{1}}$) (explained in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}(b)) can be derived by the following steps.

First, the coordinates in absolute space are calculated with the transformation operator between absolute space and relative space from [Section 3.2.3](#s0040){ref-type="sec"}.

Second, the distance between *B~0~* and *C~1~* is calculated by the law of cosines. The distance between $A_{0}B_{0}$ and $A_{0}C_{1}$ can be derived by computing the difference between $\mathit{An}g_{A_{0},C_{1}}$ and $\mathit{An}g_{A_{0},B_{0}}$. Then, the distance between *B* and *C* ($\mathit{Di}s_{B_{0},C_{1}}$ and $\mathit{Di}s_{C_{1},B_{0}}$) can be calculated with Eq. [(5)](#e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}:$$\mathit{Di}s_{B_{0},C_{1}} = Dis_{C_{0},B_{1}} = \sqrt{\mathit{Di}s_{A_{0},B_{1}}^{2} + Dis_{A_{0},C_{1}}^{2} - 2\cos\alpha \times Dis_{A_{0},B_{0}} \times Dis_{A_{0},C_{1}}}$$

Finally, the angle between *B~0~* and *C~1~* is calculated by the following rotation method to ensure uniqueness.(1)The rotations of *B~0~* and *C~1~* relative to object *A~0~* ($\mathit{ya}w_{A_{0},B_{0}}$ and $\mathit{ya}w_{A_{0},C_{1}}$) are calculated with equation [(6)](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\begin{matrix}
{\mathit{ya}w_{A_{0},B_{0}} = Ang_{B_{0},A_{0}} - Ang_{A_{0},B_{0}}} \\
{yaw_{A_{0},C_{1}} = Ang_{C_{1},A_{0}} - Ang_{A_{0},C_{1}}} \\
\end{matrix}$$ (2)The coordinates of *B~0~* and *C~0~* (${(x_{B_{0}}^{A_{0}},y_{B_{0}}^{A_{0}})},{(x_{C_{1}}^{A_{0}},y_{C_{1}}^{A_{0}})}$) relative to *A~0~* are computed with equation [(7)](#e0035){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\begin{matrix}
{x_{B_{0}}^{A_{0}} = Dis_{A_{0},B_{0}} \cdot \cos{(Ang_{A_{0},B_{0}})}} \\
{y_{B_{0}}^{A_{0}} = Dis_{A_{0},B_{0}} \cdot \sin{(Ang_{A_{0},B_{0}})}} \\
{x_{C_{1}}^{A_{0}} = Dis_{A_{0},C_{1}} \cdot \cos{(Ang_{A_{0},C_{1}})}} \\
{y_{C_{1}}^{A_{0}} = Dis_{A_{0},C_{1}} \cdot \sin{(Ang_{A_{0},C_{1}})}} \\
\end{matrix}$$ (3)The angle between *B~0~* and *C~1~* in the reference of *A~0~* ($\mathit{An}g_{B_{0},C_{1}}^{A_{0}}$ and $\mathit{An}g_{C_{1},B_{0}}^{A_{0}}$) is computed with equation [(8)](#e0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}: $$\begin{matrix}
{\mathit{An}g_{B_{0},C_{1}}^{A_{0}} = \text{atan}2{(Dis_{A_{0},C_{1}} \cdot \sin{(Ang_{A_{0},C_{1}})} - Dis_{A_{0},B_{0}} \cdot \sin{(Ang_{A_{0},B_{0}})},Dis_{A_{0},C_{1}} \cdot \cos{(Ang_{A_{0},C_{1}})} - Dis_{A_{0},B_{0}} \cdot \cos{(Ang_{A_{0},B_{0}})})}} \\
{Ang_{C_{1},B_{0}}^{A_{0}} = \text{atan}2{(Dis_{A_{0},B_{0}} \cdot \sin{(Ang_{A_{0},B_{0}})} - Dis_{A_{0},C_{1}} \cdot \sin{(Ang_{A_{0},C_{1}})},Dis_{A_{0},B_{0}} \cdot \cos{(Ang_{A_{0},B_{0}})} - Dis_{A_{0},C_{1}} \cdot \cos{(Ang_{A_{0},C_{1}})})}} \\
\end{matrix}$$ (4)$\mathit{An}g_{C_{1},B_{0}}^{B_{0}}$ and $\mathit{An}g_{B_{0},C_{1}}^{B_{0}}$ can be expressed as $$\begin{matrix}
{\mathit{An}g_{B_{0},C_{1}}^{B_{0}} = Ang_{B_{0},C_{1}}^{A_{0}} - yaw_{A_{0},B_{0}}} \\
{Ang_{C_{1},B_{0}}^{B_{0}} = Ang_{C_{1},B_{0}}^{A_{0}} - yaw_{A_{0},C_{1}}} \\
\end{matrix}$$

Thus, we set *Shift(A~0~,X)* as the transform function to convey the initial reference object from *A~0~* to *X* , where$$Shift\left( {A_{0},X} \right) = {\{ Out\_ Shifting{\lbrack Tar\rbrack}.Dis,Out\_ Shifting{\lbrack Tar\rbrack}.Ang\}}$$ $$\begin{matrix}
{Out\_ Shifting\lbrack Tar\rbrack.Dis =} \\
{\quad\sqrt{\mathit{Di}s_{A_{0},X}^{2} + Dis_{A_{0},Tar}^{2} - 2\cos{(Ang_{A_{0},Tar} - Ang_{A_{0},X})} \times Dis_{A_{0},X} \times Dis_{A_{0},Tar}}} \\
\end{matrix}$$ $$\begin{matrix}
{Out\_ Shifting{\lbrack Tar\rbrack}.Ang = \text{atan}2(Dis_{A_{0},X} \cdot \sin{(Ang_{A_{0},X})} - Dis_{A_{0},Tar} \cdot \sin{(Ang_{A_{0},Tar})},} \\
{\quad Dis_{A_{0},X} \cdot \cos{(Ang_{A_{0},X})} - Dis_{A_{0},Tar} \cdot \cos{(Ang_{A_{0},Tar})}{) -}{(Ang_{\mathit{Tar},A_{0}} - Ang_{A_{0},Tar})}} \\
\end{matrix}$$

### 3.2.5. Attribution transformation {#s0050}

The purpose of attribution transformation is to label new attributions to each relative relationship bin and filter bins with any specific conditions. The two operators (*Labeling* and *Filtering*) are explained as follows:(1)***Labeling*** adds new attributions to each relative relationship bin based on the conditions or classifier set from *Fun()*.(2)***Filtering*** is used to remove some bins from the results of the *Labeling* step.(3)Detailed descriptions of these attribution transformations are listed in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} .Table 4Taxonomy of attribution transformation with schematic illustrations.OperatorParametersFunction formResultMeaningExampleLabelingRelationship classifier function: Fun()Label(Fun())![](fx13_lrg.gif)Label each relative relationship bin with new attribute of closeness based on Fun()Classify the closeness between objects based on Fun()Classify the relative relationship bins by distance in (0,1.2\], (1.2,3.7\], (3.7,∞\] to derive closeness between objects. The relative distance in (0,1.2\] means intimate, (1.2,3.7\] means acquaintance and (3.7,∞\] means stranger.\
Expression:\
Out = Label(Fun())\
$\mathit{Fun} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
\text{intimate} \\
\text{acquaintance} \\
\text{stranger} \\
\end{matrix} \right)\begin{matrix}
{(dis \leqslant 1.2)} \\
{(1.2 < dis \leqslant 3.7)} \\
{(dis > 3.7)} \\
\end{matrix}$FilteringFiltering function: Fun()Filter(Fun())![](fx14_lrg.gif)Obtain the relative relationship bins whose attribute of closeness is intimateFind the objects whose closeness is intimate to AObtain all relative relationship bins whose closeness is intimate to A\
Expression:\
Out = Filter(*closeness = intimate*)[^4]

### 3.2.6. Relative relationship dynamic pattern transformation {#s0055}

The goal of relative relationship dynamic pattern transformation is to analyze the motion features of moving objects in relative space. Two common operators are explained as follows:(1)***Trending*** computes motion features (such as distance changes, angle changes, relative speeds and relative acceleration) by comparing relationship changes between each pair of objects.(2)***Matching*** discovers relative motion patterns with the condition of a movement pattern, such as accompaniments and trackers.

The detailed descriptions of these relative relationship dynamic pattern transformations are listed in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} .Table 5Taxonomy of relative relationship dynamic pattern transformation with schematic illustrations.OperatorParametersFunction formResultMeaningExampleTrending$\text{Trend()}$![](fx15_lrg.gif)Relative relationship bins with the attributes of motion-trend informationObtain the relative speed, relative movement direction and other relational motion attributesObtain all the objects' relative motion trends Expression:$\text{Trend()}$Matching1. Specific pattern (*Pattern_S*) 2. Trend sequence (*trend*)$\text{Match(}Pattern\_ S,trend\text{)}$![](fx16_lrg.gif)*True* or *False* which indicates whether the *Trend* is matched with *Pattern_S*Judge whether the relative relationship meet the specific pattern (e.g. moving closer)Judge whether A is closing B all the time. Expression:$\text{Match}(Parttern\_ S,trend_{A,B})$[^5]

4. Implementation {#s0060}
=================

4.1. Implementation of the proposed model {#s0065}
-----------------------------------------

[Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} shows a UML class diagram of the proposed RSMO model. In this diagram, the class *Relative Relationship Cube* maintains a list of *Relative Relationship Matrices* by the time value, and *Relative Relationship Matrix* manages a series of *Relative Relationship Bins*, each containing a relationship (distance and angle) between two *Objects* at certain times. These classes are used to manage the original relative data.Fig. 5UML class diagram of the RSMO class design.

This diagram implements the operators from [Section 4](#s0060){ref-type="sec"} as functions of a *Relative Relationship Cube.* The results of these operators (*Point extraction*, *Time drilling*, *Target drilling*, *Relationship curvilinear drilling*, *Time cutting*, *Reference cutting*, *Time flattening*, *Target flattening*, *Labeling*, *Filtering* and *Reference shifting*) can be expressed as *Relative Space Points*, *Relative Space Lines*, *Relative Space Surfaces*, and *Relative Space Cubes*. In particular, a *Relative Trend Bin* is defined as a subclass of *Relative Space Points*. *Relative Trend Bins* offer *attribute functions* to describe their motion trends according to changes in relationships. *Relative Trend Lines* contain a list of *Relative Trend Bins* and are used to achieve a series of *Relative Trend Bins* with specific patterns.

A prototype ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} ) was developed to implement the proposed RSMO model. All the functions store, manage and analyze relative space data were encoded into a dynamic link library within C++ environment. The visualization of this prototype was developed by the QGIS (Quantum GIS) framework in a Python environment. Two typical analysis modules were implemented, namely, query processing and relative relationship dynamic pattern transformation. The query processing contained all six operators (*Point extraction, Time drilling, Target drilling, Time curvilinear drilling, Time cutting and Target cutting* **)**. Two relative relationship dynamic pattern matching algorithms (accompaniments and trackers) were implemented in this prototype.Fig. 6Implemented prototype.

4.2. Query-processing algorithm {#s0070}
-------------------------------

A query algorithm called *Query processing* is described here to for retrieving relative relationship in relative space. The main idea of this algorithm are to organize the relative relationship as three dimensions, namely, *Reference object*, *Target object* and *Time*, which is based on model's structure, and then to index relative relationship by corresponding objects and time. By using a composite index consisting of *Reference object*, *Target object* and *Time*, this algorithm can quickly find out the relative relationship completely covered by the given restricted objects and time. In the query, this algorithm retrieves relationships by accessing the relative relationship according to the corresponding composite index of given object and time, instead of extracting each relative relationship bins of reference or target object one by one in the cube. Therefore, this algorithm can be integrated with all the operators shown in [Section 3.2.1](#s0030){ref-type="sec"} and constrained by six parameters, namely, *Cube, Query_type, C_ref, C\_ tar, C_T,* and *rel*, which are explained in Algorithm 1. *Cube* is a structure of *map*, whose *key* consists of a reference and target object, while *value* is also a *map* whose *key* is the time and *value* is the relationship. The detail of the *Query processing* algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.**Algorithm 1**: *Query-processing (Cube, Query_type, C_ref, C\_ tar, C_T, rel)***Input**: *Cube* -- the relationships between all objects in a relative space--time cube form; *Query_type* - the type of query, including ***Point extraction, Time drilling, Target drilling, Time curvilinear drilling, Time cutting and Target cutting***; *C_ref* -- the reference object, an index on *ref* of a relative relationship bin in *Cube*; *C_tar* -- the target object, an index on *tar* of a relative relationship bin in *Cube*; *C_T* -- the time value, an index on *time* of a relative relationship bin in *Cube*; *rel --* the relationships to be found.**Output**: an ordered set of relative space-time objects in *Cube* between *C_ref* and *C_tar* at a certain time *C_T* with relationship *rel.***1** let *Q* be a sequence of bins of *cube*. Q contains pairs of the form \< *objects_pair*, *relptr*\>, where *objects_pair* is the index on attribute *ref* and *tar* in a *pair* form and *relptr* is a *map* structure whose time is the *key* and relationship is the *value*.**2** let *Count* be the number of objects in the scenario.**3** let *Cand* is the output in a *list* form**4** **while***Q is not empty***do:5**   *\< objects_pair, relptr \> = Q.dequeue*;**6**  **switch** (*Query_type*)**7**   **case***Point extraction***:8**    **if***objects_pair -\> first ≠ C_ref***then***break*;**9**     **else if***objects_pair -\> second ≠ C_tar***then***break*;**10**      **else if***relptr -\> key ≠ C_T***then***break*;**11**       **else***s= \< objects_pair, relptr \>*;**12**      *break*;**13**   **case***Time drilling*:**14**    **if***objects_pair -\> first ≠ C_ref***then***break*;**15**     **else if***objects_pair -\> second ≠ C_tar***then***break*;**16**      **else***s= \< objects_pair, relptr \>*;**17**      *break*;**18**   **case***Target drilling*:**19**    **if***objects_pair -\> first ≠ C_ref***then***break*;**20**     **else if***relptr -\> key ≠ C_T***then***break*;**21**      **else***s= \< objects_pair, relptr \>*;**22**      *break*;**23**   **case***Time curvilinear drilling*:**24**    **if***objects_pair -\> first ≠ C_ref***then***break*;**25**     **else if***relptr -\> value ≠ rel***then***break*;**26**      **else***s= \< objects_pair, relptr \>*;**27**      *break*;**28**   **case***Time cutting*:**29**    **if***relptr -\> key ≠ C_T***then***break*;**30**     **else***s= \< objects_pair, relptr \>*;**31**     *break*;**32**   **case***Reference cutting*:**33**    **if***objects_pair -\> first ≠ C_ref***then***break*;**34**     **else***s= \< objects_pair, relptr \>*;**35**     *break*;**36** *Cand.append(s)*;**37** **return***Cand*;When comparing this algorithm with traditional GIS querying in absolute space, this algorithm can avoid many redundant computational address coordinates, which can improve the efficiency of the relative relationship querying. We will test this approach in [Section 5.5](#s0105){ref-type="sec"}.

4.3. Relative relationship dynamic pattern matching algorithm {#s0075}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Algorithm 2, which is called *Pattern matching*, illustrates the process of searching a specific relative pattern in relative space. Dynamic pattern is represented as a space-time trajectory ([@b0020]), which is consist of specific locations in absolute space (shown in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} ). Given a specific pattern (*Pattern_S*), each object's distance to the *Pattern_S* needs to be calculated to measure its similarity to *Pattern_S*. Finally, the trajectory, whose distances are all in matching threshold (in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}), would be got as the outcome of *Pattern matching* in absolute space. In relative space, dynamic pattern is represented as a relative relationship bin series, which is composed of bin with specific relative distance. In this algorithm, the bins with each object's relative distance to *Pattern_S* can be directly got by reference cutting at first. Then, they are labeled according to whether their relative distance is in matching threshold. Finally, the relative relationship bin series are obtained, which match the *Pattern_S* in all time. This algorithm provides a more efficient way for relative relationship dynamic pattern matching. It simplifies the spatial computation to measure the similarity on basis of reference cutting and labeling in the proposed model.Fig. 7Pattern matching process in absolute space and relative space.

The details of the *Pattern matching* algorithm are described in Algorithm 2.**Algorithm 2**: *Pattern matching (Cube, C_ref, Pattern_S)***Input**: *Cube* -- the relationships between all objects in a relative space--time cube form; *C_ref* -- the reference object, an index on *ref* of a relative relationship bin in *Cube*; *Pattern_S* -- a specific relative relationship pattern to be found, which is expressed as a time series that consists of a triple of *time, rel*.**Output**: the object in *cube*, which produces a trend of *Pattern_S* relative to *C_ref.***1** let *Q* be a sequence of bins in the *cube*. Q contains pairs of the form \< *objects_pair*, *relptr*\>, where *objects_pair* is the index on attribute *ref* and *tar* in a *pair* form and *relptr* is a *map* structure whose time is the *key* and relationship is the *value*;**2** let *ObjectsList* be the set of objects that contains the codes of all the objects in the scenario;**3** let *TimeStamps* be the total number of time stamps in the data;**4** let \* be any value;**5** let *Labeling* be the function that get the relative relationship bins, which match the *Pattern_S*;**6** *Cand* is output;**7** **for***each object O in ObjectsList***do:8**  *Trj = Query-processing(Cube, Time Drilling, C_ref, O, \*, \*)***9**  **for***each value T in TimeStamps***do:10**   *Trends_S = Pattern_S\[T\];***11**   *bins_O = Trj\[T\];***12**   **if***Label (Trends_S, bins_O) == null***then***break*;**13**   **else***continue*;**14** *Cand.add(O)***15** **return***Cand;*This algorithm allows users to search objects with specific motion patterns relative to dynamic reference objects. This advantage can help users discover several meaningful behaviors of objects that are hidden in a moving group, for example, being followed.

5. Case studies {#s0080}
===============

The proposed RSMO model was tested with three application scenarios, such as epidemic spreading, tracker finding, and the motion-trend derivation of nearby crowds. Each case study was used to demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of the proposed model.

5.1. Dataset {#s0085}
------------

This paper collected pedestrians' (experimental subjects) walking trajectories on the street in the three experimental scenarios. A Lenovo Phab 2 Pro phablet was used to record their trajectories in both absolute and relative space. This device is openly available and equipped with sensors for motion tracking. This phablet can record the position and rotation angle relative to the starting pose of the device. The GPS receiver recorded the motion in absolute space and relative space. [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} shows all 34 trajectories of the experimental subjects walking along a road in Wuhan City, China. The detailed information includes the following fields in [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} :•"User ID" is the unique identifier for each object.•"Time stamp" is the time when the location was recorded.•"Longitude" and "Latitude" were used to record the pedestrians' location in absolute space with GPS receiver.•"X increment" and "Y increment" show the relative locations in the reference frame that was built by the user's starting pose.•"Rotation angle" records the change in angle relative to the initial pose in a counterclockwise direction.•"Initial azimuth" is the angle of the user's face relative to the north. Fig. 8Experimental scenario and data.Table 6Fields in the dataset.User IDTimeLongitudeLatitudeX incrementY incrementRotation angleInitial azimuth1161,315114.XXXX30.XXXX1.9XXX23.2XXXX5.4XXXX291.XXXX........................

The collected data needed to be pre-processed before saved into the proposed model as the following steps.(1)Derive relative distance and angle between all objects. First, the relative distance could be computed by the operator of transformation between absolute space and relative space with the coordinates in the fields of *Longitude* and *Latitude* in collected data. Then, the relative angle was computed based on the movement-direction azimuth ($\theta^{\mathit{absolute}}$), which was derived from *Rotation angle* ($\varphi$) and *Initial azimuth* ($\alpha$) according to the equation [(13)](#e0065){ref-type="disp-formula"}. $$\theta^{\mathit{absolute}} = \varphi + \alpha$$ (2)Set the initial reference object for the model. Initial reference object was set as object 2 at t0 in this experiment by computing all objects' relationships to object 2 at t0. The operator of transformation between absolute space and relative space was implemented for this task under the condition that each objects' coordinates (*Longitude* and *Latitude*), *Rotation angle* and *Initial azimuth* are known in collected data.

5.2. Epidemic spread and close-contact querying {#s0090}
-----------------------------------------------

The first scenario involved finding the person who contacted with an epidemic carrier. In the research community of epidemiology, the spread of diseases is closely related to the spatial and social activities of patients, and the propagation of diseases greatly depends on the trajectory of a patient's social activities. Thus, tracing the back-propagation path of a virus and finding close contacts are meaningful to prevent the spread of diseases. This experiment assumed a severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) carrier's walking path to find its close contacts. SARS is a viral respiratory disease of zoonotic origin that is caused by the SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV). The primary route of transmission for SARS is the contact of mucous membranes with respiratory droplets or fomites ([@b0365]). The research about respiratory droplets transmission shows that the largest droplets will totally evaporate before falling 2 m away ([@b0375]). Therefore, a person will be identified as a close contact if the distance to the carrier (whose ID is 2 in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} ) is less than 2 m. Therefore, this paper uses 2 m as the parameter for querying close contacts.Fig. 9Distances of all subjects relative to the carrier. The subjects that are labeled in green bins indicate close contacts. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

This query was implemented by combining the *Reference cutting* and *Labeling* operators (shown in [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b)). First, the relative relationships (distance) of all the experimental subjects relative to the carrier were derived by *Reference cutting*. Here, a matrix (shown in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}) was used to show the change in distance to the carrier for each experimental subject; blue means a closer distance to the carrier, and red means a farther distance to the carrier. Then, the relative relationship bin indicating a close contact (in green) was determined by *Labeling* for distances below 2 m. Thus, the subjects (19 and 32) were found as close contacts.Fig. 10The operator flow to get close contacts based on the proposed model.

Reference cutting (a) and Labeling (b) are used to search the relative relationship bins containing close contacts in the data model, which are labeled in red. The close contacts' relative locations to the carrier are marked in (c). And their location in absolute space are shown in (d) by the operator of transformation between relative space and absolute space. By using the transformation between absolute space and relative space , this study could also locate the exact locations of close contacts. [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}(c) and (d) show the two locations of the subjects 32 and 19 in relative space and absolute space. One was much close to the carrier, the first being at 1.94 m at 16:17:20 and the other at 1.44 m at 16:18:30. According to these querying results, public health agencies should take actions to control these two people. Thus, this query is very helpful for public health agencies to control epidemic spreading if embedded into any real-time GIS analytical systems.

5.3. Tracker finding {#s0095}
--------------------

The second scenario was to find any tracker of a subject in a crowd. In the research community of crime, tracking is a basic behavior for further crime ([@b0030]). Finding trackers are helpful to take caution actions to prevent crime. Usually, the tracker's behavior is similar to other normal pedestrians in the crowd. Therefore, victims and public security organizations may experience difficulty discovering a tracker in absolute space.

In this experiment, we assumed that the subject 2 carried large amounts of cash, and he had to be aware of potential trackers. To remain unnoticed, trackers usually stay within a certain range from the target to neither be found nor lose the target. This distance range is a critical parameter to build specific patterns for trackers. According to the sociological theory ([@b0245]), trackers are easily found if their distance to the victim is less than 3 m. Therefore, this study set the parameter of 3 m as the lower distance limit for this query. On the other hand, the upper distance limit must guarantee that the target is within the tracker's sight. This study set the upper distance limit as 42 m to ensure that the tracker did not lose the target. This parameter was calculated according to the waiting time of intersections in this study area (30 s). Therefore, 30 s $\times$ 1.4 m/s = 42 m, where 1.4 m/s is the normal average walking speed ([@b0105]). Sometimes, the distance is probably larger than 42 m, which may cause the tracker to lose the target; thus, the tracker will speed up to follow the target. In this case, the tracker must find the target within 30 s because of the constraints of traffic lights. The conditions of tracker finding can be expressed as follows:(1)The distance between the tracker and target is always \[3 m, 42 m);(2)The time that the distance between the tracker and target is not \[3 m, 42 m) is below 30 s, which occurs only once while speeding up because of the traffic-light locations in the study area.

Three main operators (*Reference cutting, Labeling, Matching*) were used to find the tracker by meeting the above conditions. Similar to the close-contact querying of epidemic spreading, this study used the *Reference cutting* operator to find a matrix with all subjects' relationships relative to 2. Then, this process used the *Labeling* operator to label the relative distance to all relative relationship bins. [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"} shows the labeled results. In this figure, bins that were labeled in red and yellow had a relative distance less than 42 m, while bins that were labelled in blue had a relative distance larger than 42 m. [Fig. 11](#f0055){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the change in the relative distances between all the subjects and the target. Two related patterns could be derived through *Matching*: [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"} the subject was close to the target most of the time (i.e., 4, 8 and 21), or [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} the tracker lost the target after a very short time (i.e., 6). [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"} shows the speed pattern of this subject. Obvious acceleration was observed between T1 and T3, meeting the second condition of identifying the tracker. Based on the above results, the four subjects were viewed as trackers.Fig. 11Distances of all the subjects relative to 2.Fig. 12Acceleration of 6, which was positive when the target was lost.

In order to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed approach, this study also shows the trajectories of 4 and 6. By the operator of transformation between absolute space and relative space, the trajectories of these individuals and the target did not present obvious abnormal features compared to other trajectories in absolute space ([Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"} (a)). However, their relative trajectories relative to the target presented an obvious accompaniment feature in relative space ([Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"}(b) and (c)). Therefore, this proposed approach can mine hidden patterns that are ignored by traditional GIS data models.Fig. 13(a) Highlighted trajectories of 4, 6 and 2; (b) and (c) relative trajectories of 4 and 6--2.

5.4. Deriving the motion trends of nearby crowds {#s0100}
------------------------------------------------

The third scenario was to derive the motion trends of nearby crowds. The motion trend of a nearby crowd is an important feature of surrounding dynamics and has a large influence on decision-making processes ([@b0090]). This concept is necessary for individuals to understand nearby motion trends to avoid heavy congestion or stampedes. This experiment assumed the subject 2 as a walker who hoped to be aware his surroundings, for example, how many people moved closer to or farther from him and whether they were accelerating towards him.

Five main operators (*Reference cutting, Trending*, *Labeling*, *Filtering* and *Time flattening*) were used to implement this application. First, the relative relationships of all the experimental subjects relative to the walker were derived by using *Reference cutting*. Then, a matrix that contained the motion trend (relative distance change and relative acceleration) was calculated through the *Trending* operator. This matrix was labeled with a legend of colors in [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"} through the *Labeling* operator, which illustrates changes in the relative trend motion of the other subjects compared to the walker. In [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}, the red bins in the matrix mean that these subjects are accelerating towards the walker, orange bins mean that the subjects are decelerating towards the walker, gray bins mean that the subjects are accelerating away from the walker, blue bins mean that the subjects are decelerating away from the walker and yellow bins mean no change in distance and speed. The gray, blue and yellow relative relationship bins were removed with the *Filtering* operator. [Fig. 15](#f0075){ref-type="fig"} (a) shows the results after this operation. Then, the number of bins where the subjects moved towards the walker was counted by *Time flattening*, which counted any red or orange bins. The updated result is shown in [Fig. 15](#f0075){ref-type="fig"}(b), indicating that more than half of the individuals were moving closer to the walker from T1 to T27 (16:14:05--16:16:15). Similarly, [Fig. 15](#f0075){ref-type="fig"}(c) shows the number of subjects that were accelerating towards the walker at each time, indicating that more than half of the subjects were accelerating towards the walker at eight times (T2, T4, T9-T11, T12, T15, T17, T20-T23 and T26-T27).Fig. 14Subjects' motion trends relative to the walker.Fig. 15(a) Relative trend bins after *filtering*; (b) result of *target flattening* to count the number of red and orange bins in (a); and (c) result of *target flattening* to count the number of red bins in (a). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

This study transformed these bins from relative space to absolute space by the operator of transformation between absolute space and relative space, and the locations of surrounding people are shown in [Fig. 16](#f0080){ref-type="fig"} (a) and (b) at 16:14:05 and 16:14:40, respectively. By combining all the locations of surrounding people close to the walker, we could find the concentrated area of surrounding people, which is labeled in red in [Fig. 16](#f0080){ref-type="fig"}(c). In this case, the walker may have felt uncomfortable and potentially at risk in the crowd road. Setting walker as initial reference object, this model derived the crowd's motion trends for all subjects by the operator of initial reference transformation. [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"} showed the results of initial reference transformation from object 2 at t~0~ to object 14 at t~16~. Those who were moving closer to subject 2 in [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"}(a) didn't show clear motion trend for the new walker (subject 14 at t~16~) in [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"}(b). This method is helpful for people-oriented routing services, such as pedestrian navigation or tourism.Fig. 16Projection of the locations when moving closer in the absolute map: (a) shows the relative trajectory of the object who are moving closer to object 2 at 16:14:40. Their locations in absolute space are shown in (b) at 16:15:25. The road in the red area in (c) is a concentrated area where surrounding people moved close to the walker. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 17Initial reference transformation from object 2 at 16:14:00 to object 14 at 16:15:20. (a) shows the relative trajectories of the objects who were moving closer to initial reference (object 2 at 16:14:00). By transformation the initial reference object to object 14 at 16:15:20, they didn't show clear motion trend for the new initial reference object in (b).

5.5. Performance testing {#s0105}
------------------------

This study tested the performance of the proposed model in two aspects. One was the time complexity of querying functions; the other was time complexity between the proposed model and the absolute method in ArcGIS Geodatabase. This study used a dataset ([@b0130]) of vehicle trajectories on two highways around Madrid, Spain. The detailed information in these trajectories contained five fields (time, ID, X position (m), Y position (m) and speed (m/s)). Before the comparison, this study chose 14 datasets for this open-access dataset that contained *m* subjects for *n* times, where m = 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000, and n = 50, 100 or 200. [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} lists these datasets and the sizes of their storage spaces. All the computational tasks were single-threaded implemented on a DELL desktop (four Intel(R) Xeon(R) processors with CPU E3-1220 v5 @ 3.00 GHz, 16G of RAM and a 64-bit operating system).Table 7Six main functions' execution times (unit: second) for 14 chosen datasets.FunctionDatasetPoint ExtractionTime DrillingReference CuttingQuerying Close ContactFinding TrackerDeriving trend1*mn*400 KB0.0010.0010.0010.0010.0010.0011050210100800 KB0.0020.0020.0020.0020.0020.0023102001.56 MB0.0030.0020.0050.0030.0030.003450508.58 MB0.0240.0240.0240.0230.0240.02455010017.2 MB0.0520.0470.0480.0470.0470.04765020034.7 MB0.10.0970.0990.10.0990.09771005034.1 MB0.0990.0970.0960.0960.0960.094810010068.7 MB0.1940.1950.1980.1930.1950.1919100200138 MB0.3920.3930.3960.3940.3960.3841050050874 MB2.5562.612.6112.6012.632.627115001001.71 GB5.4345.7447.7135.75.8495.711125002003.46 GB14.1215.77415.85716.3616.74316.98131000503.42 GB13.58316.25616.06316.40616.54216.1941410001006.87 GB135.835169.159161.995165.192134.467162.09

Six main functions (*Point extraction*, *Time drilling*, *Reference cutting*, *Querying close contacts*, *Finding trackers* and *Deriving the motion trends of nearby crowds (Deriving trend)*) were selected to test the time complexity. [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} lists the execution times for the 14 datasets and [Fig. 18](#f0090){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the computation time of each function among these datasets. Both tables show that the computation time of all the selected functions was less than 3 s if the data volume of the datasets was smaller than 1 GB. The execution times significantly increased when the dataset contained more than 5.625\*10^7^ records. Among the six functions, *Point Extraction* and *Finding Track* spent significantly less time than the other four functions when the records increased to 7\*10^7^ in the dataset. This result shows that the proposed model could work effectively with more than 3 GB of data and meet behavior-analysis requirements in scenarios with 1000 subjects.Fig. 18Curves of the 6 main functions' execution times with the 14 datasets.

The second comparison examined the time efficiency between the proposed model and the absolute model (Geodatabase in ArcGIS). The proposed model presents an obvious advantage in terms of conducting three functions (*Point extraction*, *Time drilling*, *Reference cutting*) because these functions only require a simple query, while the absolute model requires additional relative relationship transformation. The other three functions (*Querying close contacts*, *Finding tracker* and *Deriving the motion trend of crowd nearby*) are meaningful to real situations and require a relatively complicated implementation. Therefore, this study compared the second set of three functions that were implemented by the proposed model and absolute model. In ArcGIS, "Buffer" and "Overlay analysis" were used to implement *Querying close contacts*. The point features of the reference subject's trajectory were the input features of *Buffer analysis* in ArcToolBox. The outputs of this operation were face features that represented the close-contact area. Then, the *Intersect* tool in *Overlay analysis* could be used to check the status of the subjects' trajectories inside or outside the close contact area. However, no appropriate tools exist in ArcGIS to directly implement *Finding tracker* or *Deriving the motion trend of crowd nearby*. In terms of *Finding tracker*, we computed each subject's distance relative to the reference subject at each time via coordinates in Geodatabase and filtered the subjects according to the conditions in [Section 5.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}. In terms of *Deriving the motion trend of crowd nearby*, we calculated all the subjects' relative speeds and relative accelerations relative to the reference subject and statistically counted five types of motion trends, as described in [Section 5.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}.

[Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"} lists the execution times of the three selected functions for the proposed model and absolute GIS method with 12 of the 14 datasets; these last two datasets were omitted because the absolute GIS method would stop responding if the volume the of dataset increased to 3.5 GB. [Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the computation time of each function among these datasets. The execution times of the proposed model were approximately 5--50% those of the absolute GIS method for the same function. The computation time of *Querying close contacts* for the proposed model was approximately 5% that for the absolute GIS method, the most evident improvement from the proposed model. This improvement considerably increased with increasing dataset volume ([Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"}(a)), and the execution-time difference was 331 s when the volume was 3.46 GB. The second function was *Deriving the motion trend of the crowd nearby*, whose time-efficiency improvement was similar to that of *Querying close contacts*. The execution time of the proposed model was approximately 10% that of the absolute GIS method. Additionally, the improvement from the proposed model became significant if the dataset's records were larger than 3\*10^7^ ([Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"}(c)). The execution-time difference was 171 s when the volume was 3.46 GB. The execution time of the third function (*Finding tracker*) with the proposed model was only 10%-50% that of the absolute GIS method; this improvement was not as evident as that for the previous two functions. In [Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"}(b), the execution time from the proposed model and absolute GIS method steadily increased as the number of dataset records increased. However, the execution-time difference only reached 8.146 s when the dataset's volume was 3.46 GB, an insignificant increase compared to the previous two functions. This result indicates that the proposed model exhibits better efficiency when implementing these functions compared to the absolute GIS method.Table 8Comparison of the execution times (unit: second) between the proposed model and absolute GIS method.FunctionSizeQuerying close contactsFinding trackersDeriving the motion trends of nearby crowdsAbsoluteRelativeAbsoluteRelativeAbsoluteRelative1*mn*400 KB0.020.0010.0150.0010.0160.0011050210100800 KB0.060.0020.020.0020.020.0023102001.56 MB0.0880.0030.0880.0030.0770.003450508.58 MB0.2810.0230.2030.0240.4220.02455010017.2 MB0.4220.0470.4220.0470.7680.04765020034.7 MB1.9380.10.490.0991.6680.09771005034.1 MB2.3270.0960.5320.0962.2820.094810010068.7 MB3.2640.1930.6250.1952.3720.1919100200138 MB5.1120.3941.0940.3963.6560.3841050050874 MB36.072.6015.6572.6346.472.627115001001.71 GB108.125.711.415.84992.595.711125002003.46 GB348.31316.3624.88916.743188.46816.98Fig. 19Curves of the execution times for "Querying close contacts" (a), "Finding tracker" (b) and "Deriving the motion trends of nearby crowds" (c) with the proposed model (blue line) and Geodatabase (red line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

6. Discussion {#s0110}
=============

In this study, the execution times of the three selected functions (*Querying close contacts*, *Finding tracker* and *Deriving the motion trend of crowd nearby*) for the proposed model and absolute GIS method with 12 of the 14 datasets are used to indicate the efficiency improvement of the proposed model. Thus, this section discusses the improvement in respect of model's structure and operator for the previous three case studies.

\(1\) In the case of epidemic spread and close-contact querying, this paper analyzed the processes of the proposed model and absolute GIS method for querying close contacts of the carrier. In absolute GIS, this task could be achieved by buffer analysis in ArcGIS software. Corresponding buffer areas related to a carrier had to be built while it was moving all the time in absolute space. However, in the proposed model, there is no need to build many buffer areas to recognize relationships in all time. It only executed once reference cutting to get all object's relationships to the carrier, no matter how many objects in the scenario. This is fundamental reason for the better performance of our model in this case study. [Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"}(a) show that more relationships had to be recognized in absolute GIS with the increasing number of objects in the scenario, which leads to the execution time increase more quickly compared with the proposed model.

\(2\) In the case of tracker finding, the pattern matching approach in absolute space needs to compute the relative relationships of moving objects first, then uses data structure to store the time series of relative relationships between target objects with others, and finally filters the time series of relative relationships with distance constraints to match the pattern of the tracker. It is a complicated computation process in absolute GIS method. The proposed model directly extracted each object's relationship referred to the target in relative space by reference cutting. Then, the operators of trending and matching were used to find tracker. These computation processes are simple matrix-based computation. Therefore, it could have a better computation performance than the pattern matching approach in absolute space. Results in [Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"} (b) demonstrate the execution times by the proposed model is much shorter than that in absolute GIS method.

\(3\) In the case of deriving the motion trends of nearby crowds, motion trends of crowd nearby in absolute GIS method need to computing each object's distance to the walker from coordinates in each time first, then compares the time series of relative distance to find the moving trend of close or far away, and finally to plot it as a distribution map in absolute space, which supports the choosing of walk routes. This computation task is also an implicated computation process. The proposed model could analyze their distance change characteristic to the walker by the operators of trending and matching, which are also matrix-based computations suitable to computer environment. [Table 8](#t0040){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"} (c) shows that the proposed model saved approximately 90% of the execution time compared to absolute space-based GIS method..

In short, the proposed model outperforms the absolute space-based approach in relative motion analysis by simplifying the process of relationships computation and querying..

7. Conclusions {#s0115}
==============

By extending STC in ArcGIS, this paper presents a novel model for storing, managing and analyzing moving objects based on their relationships in relative space. In this model, the X and Y in STC are substituted as the reference and target objects, and the STB in STC are extended to store the data structure related to relative relationship among moving objects. To support the analysis of moving objects, this paper introduces six classes of operators according to the type of relationship outcome, namely, query processing, group relative dynamic calculation, transformation between absolute space and relative space, initial reference object transformation, attribute transformation, relative relationship dynamic pattern transformation. Then, two common used algorithms, relative relationship querying and relative relationship dynamic pattern matching, are introduced on the base of these defined operators. The former algorithm organizes the relative relationship as three dimensions (*Reference object*, *Target object* and *Time*) based on the model's structure, and queries relative relationship by corresponding objects and time. The later algorithm implements reference cutting and labeling to match each object's relative motion with specific pattern, which simplifies similarity measure in absolute space. This study collected the trajectories of walking pedestrian and used these data to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed model. Finally, the proposed model was successfully tested in three real-life scenarios to analyze dynamic and complex relationships between moving objects. The results validated the capabilities of these designed functions and indicated that the proposed model saved up to 50%-95% execution time compared with traditional absolute GIS methods. And the proposed model could be widely applied in the domains of public health, security, individual-based services. Therefore, the contributions of this paper could be summarized as follows:(1)A relative space-based GIS data model of moving objects (RSMO) is proposed to construct, operate and analyze moving objects' relative relationships in relative space.(2)Relative space-based relationship-querying algorithm and relative dynamic pattern-matching algorithm are proposed on the base of the proposed model.(3)Three real-life scenarios are implemented to demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of this proposed model in discovering interesting behavior hidden in crowd (e.g. querying close contact, finding tracker and deriving the crowd's motion trends). Moreover, the computational time of these real-life scenario analysis could save up to 50--95% while compared with absolute space based methods.

The proposed model still has a big disadvantage. The data volume of the proposed data model was much larger than that of the traditional absolute space-based data organization. The compression of these relative data is a challenge. Future research need study efficient compressing algorithms to simplify the data pre-process and reduce the volume of relative data. The handling of multiple types of relationships could also be examined in this model, e.g., social and mental relationships. Powerful operators (i.e., closeness analysis in groups) in the social domain could be integrated into the model to support the analysis of social phenomena. Moreover, high-performance computing technologies such as cloud computing could be incorporated with the proposed model to design more efficient algorithms for relative relationship querying and pattern mining.
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[^1]: **Note**: In query processing, the required parameters of the corresponding ***Operator*** are shown in the ***Parameters*** column. ***Function form*** expresses the ***operator*** in a formula. Different operators are described and expressed by E(Ref,Tar,t,R) uniformly. The four parameters in the expression are the reference object (Ref), target object (Tar), time value (T) and relationship (R). "Out" is the result of the operator. ***Result*** indicates the form of the ***Operator***'s output in the data model. The meaning of each operation is explained in ***Meaning***, and its application is introduced through examples under ***Example***.

[^2]: **Note:** In group relative dynamic calculations, *Min* in ***Example*** is used to find the minimum in the dataset. ***Process*** details the procedures in the illustration and provides text to help readers understand this operator. Flattening(axis, Fun()) is used to express a uniform form. Two parameters are required: the axis indicates the input of the operator and Fun() is a function to process the values along the axis. Additionally, Fun() can be set by the user for different purposes.

[^3]: **Notes:** In ***process***, the initial reference object is transformed from A~0~ (marked in red) to B~0~ (marked in green).

[^4]: Note: Label(Fun()) and Filter(Fun()) are used to express uniform forms. The parameters of Fun() in Labeling is a function to acquire new attributes based on the relative relationships of bins. And Fun() in Filtering is used to select the relative relationship bins based on the new attribute by Labeling (e.g. closeness is intimate). Additionally, Fun() in two operators can be set by user for different purposes.

[^5]: **Note:** In ***Trending***, there is no parameter for Trend() because motion features are computed by comparing the change of relationships, which are stored in the model. In ***Matching***, the parameter of *trend* is the result of ***Trending***. The parameter of *Pattern_S* is a relative relationship bins series to represent movement pattern (e.g. moving closer), which is defined by user. In the ***Result*** of ***Matching***, the result of Match(Pattern_S, trend) is *False* because the relationship of *trend~A,B~* in T1 is moving away, which is not matched with the *Pattern_S* (in black cell).
